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ABSTRACT
A criterion for selectAg sources of evidence tO

-evaluate effective teaching is described. It is suggested that'
teaching effectiveness ii nOt measured solely in terms of cognitive
change in 'Ulf:lents but in-the extent to which academics practice
teaching inAccordance with the moral dictates of the profession. In
developing a'teacher effectiveness evaluation criterion, it is,
important tkiat judgments be as objective and fair as possible, eVen
though/the selection of attributes of teacher effectiveness necessary
reflects the biases of the evaluator. It is argued that-there is no
rationale for soliciting student responses as a measure of effective

teaching, since a person who .knows nothing about a specific set of
skills and information as well as the larger discipline is in no
position to comment on the academic merit of,students' acquired
knowledge of such materials from a given teacher. On the other hand,

by examining student examinations, discipline specialists are in a

p9sition to make an edicated-guess allout-the extent of student
learning 'resulting from course participation. Other faculty members

are also good saurces of'judgment about the sufficiency of topics

covered in the course. It is unlikely that students can make informed
jidgmeats about whether an instructok'has-effectively taught in a

morally responsible way. (SW)
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-Empirical research into university teaching, like any

C7.1 other empirical research, is wholly dependent upon theory for
4

its iiiitiation, practi6e and successful completion. It.is

theory which governs which classes of phenomena are relevant
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lz9 jiViiii Researchers in the phsysical sciencei -and more recently,11142 '
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n the aocial sciences have long recognized the .failure-of
.. .

to a particular study and it is theory which determines which

observations are to count as evidence in support of a

Specific claim.

operationalism to give us a theory--free basis for scientific
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sideration without the benefit of theory. Rather, asoNorwood
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objectivity.by the use of operationtl_definitions has proved

itself to be a dismal 'tenure. Sophisticated and conscien-

tious researchers in all areas df.scientific,practice today

recognize the continued priority of theory--making over d'ata

collectini. oTheory-making is logically Rrior to data--
At

collecting because theoretical,concerns dictate how the re-
el&

searcher seei the world as well as how such observations are

to be organized in refuting or confirming a'specific
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hypothesis.2 Good theory not only prescribes add limits

speculations to be used as future research hypotheses, but..,

theory articulates a criterion for making observations and.

-for identifying some'observations as relevant tO the eviden-

taary claim's of a.certain hypothesis while denying to other 1

observations any role at all in such determinations. 3 In

studying effectiveness in uni0ersity teaching due attention

must be given to the theoretical-determinants goverriing the

nature-of such research before a-researcher is in a position

to make any claims based on the results of such research.

Specificallyl'a theory of effec'tive teaching must be suffi-

ciently developed in order that a taxonomy can be developed

for distinguishing relevant from irrelevant observations.

Too often in the past the important theoretical taskssin this

area have been ignored. Instead, many researchers have

-- employed the philosophy of operatiimalism as a license per-

mitting them to associate personally favored sets of prac-

,tices with attributes the researchers have proclaimed are

characteristic of effective teaching. Since the evaluation

of effective teaching is so important to students and recent-

ly to the careers-of practicing.teachers, we can no longer\

allow such research,to proceed in such a glib and arbitrary

elanner. In what Tollows I will,attempt to sketch a criterion

for determinchg what classelpf observations are relevant to

making claims about effective teaching. In general, I will

argue that thert is conceptual 'link existOg between such'

thingi as effective teaching and peer evaluation., the moral
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sensitiiity of the instructor and, the instructor's

recognition of being a prOfessional. On the.other.hand,

there exists no rationale whatsoever for ioliciting studentts

responses as a measure of effective teaching.

Indetermining what counts'a's relevant evideilbe for

determining teaching effectiveness'some researchers have
?

detailed many attributes which they specurate are relevet.

Others, even sulh-a.meticuious thinker as Michael Scrivens,

have at times been almo4 glib on this matter. These.latter

researchers claim thst when all is said and done the one ot)

servation that really matters pertains to the amount of

material learned by the students. If one were to take this

*4t

position seriously then wheriL evaluating eftective university

teaching one could ignore whether or not what,the students.

leryrned was correct, important, useful and so In. The only

important qA-stion is simply, "did they learn a lot of

ithatever they are studying?" Similarly, if one were concerned

solely with the amount of material acquired by the student

then one could also kgnore any practice,an instructor might

employ when getting students to learn since'we are only con-

'cerned,with the amount of material acquired by the student

and not with how it i& acquired.

However, in the real world of university teaching, the

fact of the matter.is we are not concerned solely with the

amount of material, learned by-each individual student. In

the'real world of university teaching we are concei.ned fOr



example, that no faculty member breaks'the law when

facilitating the studeWoo.learning. Similarly, we are, or

ought to b*, concerned with the moral consequences of dif-

,
-

ferent'teaching techniques ind the meritoriousness.of the

material 'the student is being'taught. For example, in the-

case of bhe former we condemn, or ought to..Conciemn, an in-

structor's attempt to encourage students to,behave like

Neitzchean supermen and commit crimes such as that of Loeb

and Leopold', the two infamous student-Murderers ofithe 1920s

from the University of Chicago. stEven if it could be-shown

Ithat a particular student learned more as a direct result of

.

commiting Xhe crime than he or she might otherwisf learn is

not sufficient justification for allowing certain events to

'occur. Similarly, in the case of .the latter, we condemn or

ought to condemn, any,conrse in which.the instructor sets out

to-ateaCh inaccurate historical inforMation 30 that tne stu-

dents come tio accept thf same political doctrines as We,
%

professor.

Now there are no doubt those emong us whowould argue

that such concerns are extraneous to the evaluation of teach-
. ,

inieffectilieneSs. Such people.generally.argue that.teaching

effectiveness..aPplies only to the cognitiie change that Cc-

.
Curs in a student as irresult of a curricular experience en-

.

gineered by an instructor: However, it is simply not the

case that the evaluation of university teaching effectiveness

occurs in p vacuum and is concerned oblely with cognttive

changes in the student that result from the teacher's



'efforts% For example, in a class that Orikes a student as

exceedingly tiresome,*the ingenious student may cOnjure up
_,.

countless. ways 0' adapting to his boredom. Each way

represents som-ething that-the student learned directly or'in-
.

directly-as a result of his experience within that particular

.class. Nevertheless, no teaching effectiteness instrument

iwith which I am'familiar, makes any attempt to detect zuch

changesin the student's conceptual apparatus. In fact, the

only wdy lhat ell such changes could.tie detected would'be if

something akin to engram,forMation-truly takes place and if

some neurophyaiological inliestigation couArdetect a st,atis='

.

tically significant number of such changes. I am not arguing

that no
..evaluation of a change in the student's cognitive

'structure in-response to teacher eAtivity can be made, I 'am

merely making the rather obvious point that whatever deter-
.

minations'we do make will depend on our own co.nceptiinsvf

what we deem is important in theacademic environment and
.

this is as inevitable as.it is proper.

As noted above, we could not measure pure and simple

"cognitive change" even if we wanted to. But even if.we

could; I do not think that would settle the problem of .

evaluating university teaching. -When discussing the "real

world" matter of evaluating university teaching we are not
A

discussing a relatively sterile .concept suCh as engram ferMa.;

tion. .As noted above, any evaluation of university teaching

belies the investigator's interest in detecting thope soets
4

of conceptual changes which he or she thinks should reiult
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S. frcim successful academics.e4eriênce.' And* as mentiOned
-

above, such normative concerns-are not only ineTitablebyt

they are proper as well. Only the leaders within an academic .

discipline are in a-position to-know what changes in an in-
.

diyidual's conceptual apparatus ought generally to- result,

from a particular experience. And, only those who.are mem-
. ,

bers of.a comMunity are in a position to identify moral prin-

ciPles which limit-and promote various practices within that

same community. University teachersjare professionals and as .

such they are members of a community. In the real world in..

which' the evaluation of university teaching takes place,
y

academics, as professionals, are, or ougnt'to be, concerned

with how colleagues attempt to bring abliut changes in the

conceptual strUcture of students. On the one hand, we argue

that instructors should be 84erinteed considerabiedatitude

in the pedagogical- practices they eMploy when teaching. This
-r

guarantee is an essential aspect of the principle of academic'

freedom. lin the other hand, academiCs recognize that there,

are limits eveteto academic freedom. Thus, facility members
. .

would4enerally condemn.a colleague who,distrubuted heroin to

his students so they could experience the high of an addict

or required"students to attend a sexual orgy so tney'could

bocome more familiar with the "'feel" of an orgy activity: I
1

short, in the real world_ of,the university* teaching effec-

,,'
tiveness is-not measured solely in terms of cognitive change

in students.but in the extent to which academics practT
Ar
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their teachinrcraft in accord with' the moeal dictates of the
":-

profession.

Prior to constructing a criteeion,for-establishing

classes ofevidence relevant to the assessment of teaching '
t

effectiveness, the following poi:ins ought to be noted:

1. Judgments regarding teaching,effectiveness ought to

be as objective as poisible..

Judgments regarding teaciang effectiveness ought to

be done as kiii9'y as possible:

3. Teachipe)effectiveness is largely (though not sole-
.

ly) a matter of getting students to acquire novel

information end.ekii13-of ari academically important

kind.

4. Judgments about the ittributes regarding teaching

effectiveness are necedearily a ,product of\ the

kiases of .individual researchers..

, 5. University teaching is a craft practiced by'a group

of prOfessionals and is subject to the moral

restrictions.of that.specialized 'community.

In lieu of the above restrictions limitations on tht

assessment of university teaching effectiveness seem evide6t.

The first two points above dictate that ant responses from
-

members of the university community regarding the teaching.
41

--.-effeAtiveness:of an individAl instructor be done by a' /
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knowledgeable, professionally competent and fairminded
.

16 judge. Only a knowledgeable and professionally competent

person to judge the academic merit of infor-
. 4,

mation and skills acquired by students as.a result of a par-
.

ticular curricular-experience. Obviously, a person.who knows

noChing about a specific set of skills and information is un-

able to judge irsOme agent X has succesifully acqulred such

skills and information. Similarly, a person who knows noth-

ing about a specific set of skills and information as well as

the lazier discipline of which such skills and information

arelsaid to be a part; ic in no position to comment on the

academic merit of a student's learning such.materials. Forc

example, students presumably take college courses because

they are innocent of the material such counses are,supposed
-

to contain. At the end of the semester we have no reason to

believe that they are any more knowledgeable of the intended

material than was presented during the,counse of the semest-

er. Consequently, -students are in no position to comment,on

the amount of 'material learned in a particular course or its
X -

academic'relevance. On the other, hand there is reason'to

believe that other speCialists in the discipline have suffi-

cient perspective to pass judgment upon the merit and exteh-

siveness of the material presented in a particular course.

In addition, by examining ,student examinationst-discipline--
. .

speicific specialists are in a position to make an educgted

..guess as to the exterjsive ess of the student lmarning which

- resulted, from par cipatio 'in the course. This is not to



* say that discipline specific specitaltsts can make fully
n

informed and otherwise adequate a sessments of the nature and

extent to which specific material
!was learned,in a course, it

- ..:

is only to note that there is absolutely no reason in theory

to conclude that students are in such a position.

The principles,of fairneiS and objectivity.noted above

similarly preclude any attempt to solicit from students_any.
n

responses regardinv.the personality characteristics con-
,

tributing to a teacher's style of.instruction. College stu-

dents like any other adult, have certain preferences'and

biases that make them more attracted ai individuals to 'one

person than to another. Now _it is often the Case that one

person can find many attractive characteristics in another

person and yet not learn much of anything from that person.

,In fact, it may well be a person's engaging personality and

demeanor which mitigates against a student's learning from

that person. In any case, 'the personality .attributes a stu-
.

I

dent may be inclined to rate high when judging a particular'
u

instructor may have nothing at all to do with'that instruc-
.

tor's teaching, effectiveness.. In addition, keep in mind that

instruments-including reference to certain personality at-

tributes were constructeC-by an evaluation specialist with

his or her own set of,biases. Sonic evaluation Specialists

are quick to .appeal to the fact that the attributes included

-a

on4their instrument are supported by other research studies.

Unfortunately,- there are two factors which make such claimf

of trivial importance at best. it is quite easy at
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this point in time to find some study somewhere that will

endorse the instnument makero selection of a personality

attribute for inclusion in the hew instrument. Consequently,

in choosing one set of personality attribbtes-from among the

many attributes that'are supported by research findings in

the literature'is a direct consequence of previous research

bias: There lust seems to be no way around this charge.

Second, research figidings regarding personality attributes

are supposedLy validated in a technical sense if they produce

results commensurate with the results of an earlier study. .

Such a,procedure is subjebt totdevastating criticism employ-

-.ing a reductio ad.absurdua argument. If eacn study is tech-
,

nically validated because its results are commensurate with

the results of an earlier study then each subsequent study is

fettered bype-biases of the earliest study cited.

Again, the point to be gleaned from the diseussion imr

mediately eboife is not that-there can be rio.evaluation of

personality attributes likely to contribute to *ffective

teaching, but that the'exVent and intensiVeness of biases af-

fecting such evaluationi are pompounded and reach an intoler-

able level Of.capriciousness when student responses are-

solicited for the purpose.of,judging teaching effectiveness.
, .

At this,point in time there is little tO 'recOmmend any source

of observation as evidence.for determing if instructor Jones 4. 4'.

Aa$ An optimal array of persOnality'characteristics for

teaching Students X, rand Z some specific subject'matter.
4

laAra.

11



Finally, as noted early on in the discussion above,

university teaching is a craft prabticed by ffa group of

profeSsionals and as such there are certain moral dictates

which influence, or ought to influence, techniques employed

by individual instructors when teaching students. These

Moral'dictates' are eVident to any morally conscientious pran-

titioner and violations of the.dictates are also similarly

recognized-. People who are not members of the profession

pe-cannot be Zcted to be,aware of the moral dictate; which

bind mimbers of a particular discipline. Consequently, stu-

dents, politicians, journalists.and other nOn--academics can-

not be expected to recognize thode occasions in which serious

transgresssions of the profession's moral commitments have oc-

curred:* It may be that too.many academies are in fact un7

aware or the moral responsibilities of university instructors' .

and this is certainly virgin territory for empirical

research. In any case it i3 again unlikely that' students can

make informed judiMents about whether or not an instructor

has effeCtively practiced 'the craft of teaching in a morally.

responsible way. In all but the most o6vious 6ases of

pfofessional irresponsibility, (such as the abctptance of a

'.be4e), the latitude guaranteed to the instructor through the

auspices of academic freedom is known only to fellow members

of the,profesSional community. If an instrthtor paz-/iiied

to keep abreast of his'discipline it is not the nOvici who'

will first recognize that fact but the experienced

professional who recognizes,his colleague's ambivolance

12
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toward new developments in the field and general disinterest

in keeping his.students'informed on'state'of.the art

material.

Id light of the preceeding discussidn the following

sources of relevant evidence become evident:

1. Student examinations: Examinations display levels

of student competency. Such informatton is

relevant4to determining 'the amount of academically

respectable material presented to the,students.
4

The grade awarded to the student is also an in-

dicator of what the instructor judged to be sig,

nifica levels of achievement in4iis or her

cours . This ca compared to how.experts in the

field would evaluate,the s level of achievement

for a similar course.

2. iscipline-7specific specialist observation: ttily

\historians or perhaps historically--minded

sociologists, political scientists ahd humanists

are sufficiently versed in the subject matter of

say, history, to recognize if the instructor's-

presentation is likely to increase student under-

standing of certain given material and if such

material is academically aignfficant. Only

'knowledgeable teaching fellows are-in a theoreti-

cally sound position to make a rough estimate bf

the teaching effectiveness of a colleague.

13 12,



3. .Course syllabus: Course syllabii illustFate the

sort of material the instructor ciiims are relevant

at this level of student preparation. Colleagues

can determine whether,such material
w

merits con-

tinued study.

U. Neurphysiological change: When the scientifio

study of humans advances to the point that we can

identify neurphysiblogical Change as a consequence

of subtle pedagogical input this wouici no doubt be

the most exciting area of study of all.

I make no claims about the exhaustiveness of this list.

There may be other sources of evidence--particularly certain

subsets of item four above. However at this time we have no

theoretical justifibation and no reason tosidentify any other

class of observations as relevant to the assessment of effec-

tiVe univeresity teaching. Clearly, all student evaluations

of teaching effectiveness have, been shown to be wholly

without any theoretical support. Even general expressions of

student satisfaction have never been shown to be conceptually

liniced with teaching effectiveness. If an evaluation of

teaching effectiveness i3 to occpr in a fair and maximally

objeCtive way then ev'aluators must.limit themselves to work-

ing only with those sources of evidence for which there ex-

ists cle-ar and 'uncontroversial suPport,
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